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ON AN ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTY OF A VOLTERRA
INTEGRAL EQUATION

A. F. IZE1

Abstract. It is proved that if q(t—s) is bounded and/(¿, *) is

"small," the solutions of the integral equation x{t) =a(t)

-\rfài(t—s)f(s, x(s))ds satisfies the conditions x(f) =h(t)+p(t)a(f),

lim(^„ a{t) =a constant where p(i) is a nonsingular diagonal matrix

chosen in such a way that p(t)h(i) is bounded. The results are

extended to the more general integral equation x{t)=h{t)

+/„' F{t, s, x{s))ds and contain, in particular, some results on the

boundedness, asymptotic behavior and existence of nonoscillatory

solution of differential equations.

Consider the system of Volterra integral equations

(1)        *(/) - h(t) +   f \(t - r)f(r, x(r))dr +   f 'q(t - r)g(r)dr
•I o " o

whereh=(h1, h2, • ■ ■ , hn),f= (fi,f2, ■ ■ • ,/»),g = (gi,g2, • • , f•) are

column vectors in En, q=(qn) is an nXn matrix and En is Euclid-

ean »-dimensional space. In what follows lim¡_,w means limit almost

everywhere.

We assume the hypotheses

(HO |e(01 and\g(t)\EL(0, C],0<C<*>,
(H2) h(t) is continuous for 0^/< °°,

(H3) f(t, x) is continuous for 0 :¡j ¿ < °o, |x| <<».

These conditions guarantee the local existence of continuous solu-

tions and continuability of each solution so long as they remain

bounded [6, p. 324]. We show here that if/, g and q satisfy some addi-

tional hypotheses then the solutions of (1) satsify the condition

Xi(t)=hi(t)-\-ai(t)pi(t) with limi_„ a¿(í)=a¿ or a At) bounded, where

P.(<) >0 is chosen in such a way that hi(t)/pi(t) is bounded. Some simi-

lar results were obtained by Strauss [8] under different hypotheses.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let Ebea measurable set of points of any number of dimen-

sions of finite or infinite measure and let f(t, s) be summable in E for
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values of t in [0, °°). Assume that there exists a summable nonnegative

function cp(s) such that \f(t, s) \ ^<p(s) for almost all values of s in E and

all values of t in (to, «> ). Then if lim ¡_» f(t, s) exists for all (or almost all)

values of sin E we have

lim   i'   f(t,s)ds =   I    \imf(t,s)ds.
t—»oo   •/ ß *I E  í—* °°

For a proof of Lemma 1, see [4, p. 322]. The following lemma which

is proved in a more general form in [6, p. 326] gives conditions for the

global existence of solutions of (1).

Lemma 2. Let o¡(t, r) be continuous in (t, r) for 0^i< », 0^r< »,

and nondecreasing in r for each fixed t. For some b < » let r¡f be the

maximum solution of

(2)        r = Kco(l, r),        0 g / < b, ' = d/dt,        r(0) = K,

and suppose that \h(t)\^K, \q(t)\^K and \f(t, x)|^w(i, |x|),

0;gi<co, |a;| <oo. Then if </> is a solution of (1) <j> can be continued to

the right as far as rM exists and

\4>(t)\  ^ rM(t),        0^t<b.

In particular, if rM(t) exists for 0^/< » one has global existence

for solutions of (1).

Lemma 3. Leta^O, bi^O, r.-^O and r = max¿ rit i—\, 2, • • • , re, if

bi> 1 for some i then

E«*Vs[e«][¿í«J.
Let pi(t)>0, i= 1, 2, • • -, re, be continuous functions for 0^/< »

in such a way that hi(t)/pi(t), *«"1, 2, • • • , re, are bounded for

0^/<».

We assume also the hypotheses

(H4) \fi(t, x) | á 2"=1 ei3(t) | x,\ 1, ♦'«■!. 2, • • -, re, where u,(t) is non-

negative, r3>0,j= 1, 2, • • • , re, |x| <H^ » and

(H6) /-1«*(01 ÏP<(0]-Wí< ».
(H6) qn(t—T)pj(T)/pi(t) are bounded for 0^t^/<oo, »,j=i,

2, • • • , re.

(Hg) qi3(t-T)p3(T)/pi(t) are bounded for 0^t^í<» and

lim^,,, (qij(t—r)/pi(t)) exists for almost all values of t.
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Theorem 1. Assume with respect to equation (1) the hypotheses (H4),

(H6) and (H6) and let r be the maximum of the ri; i = 1, 2, • • -, n. Then

A. If r > 1 there exists c > 0 depending on r and e,y, i,j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n,

such that I hi(t)/pi(t) \^c, i = \, 2, ■ ■ • , n, implies that the solutions

of (1) exist in [O, °o) and satisfy the condition

Xi(t) = hi(t) + aAt)pi(t)

where Oi(t) is bounded. If instead of condition (H6), (1) satisfies (H'6)

then linii-oo at(t) =at constant. Furthermore, if limi-.*, (hi(t)/pAt))=hi

constant

..      *.(<)      tum - = bi constant.
!-«    Pi(t)

B. If r=\, c can be chosen arbitrarily.

Proof.

/> t    n /* t    n

E qUt - s)fAs, x(s))ds + I   E q<At - s)g,{s)ds
0    r=l J 0    j—1

or

l*«(0L,   ,     f ' A    M^jMi)     » _! |«y(j)|"&
—T—^Ä,+   I     i:-D^-(j)[py(j)]r'/V  (J)      r    ....

P<(0 ^0    r-l Pi(t) y=l LPyWP

,   f ' A I <?<,(*-*) I Pi(s)pAs)-11,    , , , .
+  I    2^ -77- I gyW I ds

J o   y=i p¿(í)

ík *.•+   Vilcrj: trAs) [PASTAS)-1   \Xj(fl;'   ds
Jo   r=i     y=i LPyO)Jri

/* t    n

E Ci I gy(i)py(j)-11 ¿J
0   y=i

ft/ \   n    I x(s) \"
SKi+k     ( E ^w fowKr»-1 ) E '   '    '   &,

Jo \ ry / <-i   [pi(s)\ri

where Ki = ki+Jô E"-i cj| gy(í)|py(í)-1|¿í- If |x¿(í)|/p<(s) g 1 for
every ¿ = 1, 2, • • • , n, E?-i (| x>(s)| r,/|p«(s)| ") 's bounded. If for

some i, I x,(s) | /p¿(í) è 1, then

"    [ Xj(s) \'* <    /   »    1 *<f» 1 y
,_i [p<(í)]rí '   V ,-_i   p<(i) /

by Lemma 3, hence
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± ^W+M f Y Z <r3is)[p3is)Y>pris)A( ±l^l)Tds.
i=X     Pi(t) J 0    \   Tj / \ i-x     Pi(s)    /

By Lemma 2, ^?=1 (|x¿(2)| /pi(t))^z(t) where z(i) is the maximal

solution of the differential equation

(3) Z = M ( D e,,(i) [pyf» K(*)-*) r.
\  r ,y /

The solution of (3) is

z(t) = «(0) exp Jf  f   X erJ(í)k(5)]r'Pr(i)-1¿i    if r = 1,

t-r = z(0)i-r + (1 _ r) exp M  f   £ er3(s)[p3(s)y>pr(s)-ids  if r > 1.
" 0     r.j

KO

Then if r = l all solutions of (3) are bounded in [0, »). If r>l

choosing |z(0)| gc for c small enough the solutions of (3) are also

bounded. Then by Lemma 2 the solutions of (1) exist globally.

Thus in the conditions of hypothesis (H6), x<(¿) =hi(t)+pi(t)ai(t)

where

/' '   "   qiT(t - s)                             r '   "   qi3(l - s)
2_-——fr(s,x(s))ds+  I    2^-77—gj(s)ds

0    r-1          P,(0                                                 J 0    >=1          P,(0

is bounded and in the conditions of hypothesis (Hg), by Lemma 1

lim a,(/) =a¿ constant. The condition of convergence of the integral

So e>j'(f) \piil)]T'\piii)]~1dt in hypothesis (H4) cannot be improved as

is shown by the simple example

f'2(¿-
J 0

xxit) = 2t + 1 +  I    2(< - s)(s + i)~2xx(s)ds,

x2(t) = 2+  f  2(s+ l)~2xx(s)d.
J 0

which has the solution ((/ + 1)2, 2(/ + l)) which does not satisfy

Theorem 1. In this example, çii = 1, qu = t — s, Ç2i = 0, ç22 = 1, «n(0 =0,

tn(t)-0, €22(0=0, e21(«)=2(i + l)2, px(t) = 2(t + l),p2(t) = 2.

The example above shows that Theorem 1 is not true even when

linii-»,», ti3(t) =0. Strauss [8] uses a hypothesis of convergence to zero

of the tij(t) and obtains similar results but uses a different hypotheses

for the kernel q(t — s).
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Remark 1. It is quite obvious that Theorem 1 is also true when

q = q(t — s) is not of convolution type. Hypothesis (H4) to (H£) were

motivated by anterior research on differential equations and are

general enough to include implicitly Theorem 2.1 of [3], Theorem 1

of [9] and several results on the boundedness and asymptotic be-

havior of differential equations, see [2, pp. 37 and 42] for references.

The hypotheses imposed to the kernel q can be weakened and are

better stated in the context of the more general equation

(4) *(/) = h(t) + f F(t, s, x(s))ds

where F= (Fi, F2, • • ■ , Fn) is continuous in / and x and | F\ is locally

Lebesgue integrable. Theorems on the existence of continuous solu-

tions, continuability of solutions and comparison theorems for (4)

can be found in [S], [ô] and [7].

We assume also the hypothesis

I F At, s, x(s)) I        - ,
= E ga(s) I xAs) K

, P.«

^       " !      O I I      /    V   <Ti = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n,     \ x\   <i/s »,

where gn(s) is nonnegative, r¡ = 0, j=\, 2, ■ • • , n, and

/oo g<A0[pi(t)]ridt < ».

(H7) lim^oo (Fi(t, s, x(s))/pAt)) exist and is finite for almost all

values of s and (H7) is satisfied.

Then conditions A and B of Theorem 1 are satisfied for equation

(4), that is, the solutions of (4) satisfy Xi(t)=hi(t)+pAt)aAt) with

a At) bounded in the conditions of hypothesis (H7) and limt-»«, a At) "■©*

in the conditions of hypothesis (H7). Still more generally let p = (p,)

be a diagonal matrix, p,(/)>0, i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, chosen in such a

way that |p(/)-1Ä(i)| =K. Suppose that [pifi^Fit, s, x(s))\

^u(t, s, |p(s)-1x(s)| ) where w(i, s, r) is monotone nondecreasing in

r for each fixed pair (f, 5). Then if the solutions of the integral equa-

tion y(t) =K-\-f¿co(t, s, y(s))ds are bounded, the solutions of (4)

satisfy x(t)=h(t)+p(t)a(t) with a(t) bounded. If in addition

limt-<ap(t)~lF(t, s, x(s)) exist and is finite then limi-M a(t) =a const.

Remark 2. The following example shows that without hypothesis

(H7) we can not really guarantee that limi_w a At) exist. Consider

the linear integral equation
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x(t) = 1 -I-h cosí-)
V 2       1 + 1/(1 + t))

— cos í1 I    ——;—zttt'   .       —rcr, x(s)ds
J n

1

C+i i -
1

'o    (1   f-i)2(l +"l/(l   f-i))3

which    has   the   solution   x(t) = l + l/(l+t).   A(i) = 1 + 1/(1+0"

cos ¿(1/1 + 1/(1 +0) +1 cos t. We can put p(t) = 1 + 1/(1 +/). Then

x(t) - h(t) cost (" 1
x(s)ds

■/'■p(t)      i +1/(1 + t)Jo (s + i)2(i +1/(1 + s)r

cos t

i + 1/(1 + o
r-!-11
L.1 +1/(1 + 0     2j

which does not have a limit when t—> » .

In an analogous manner the integral equation

1 1 1
x(t) = 1 -)-h —

1 + /      1 + 1/(1 + t)       2

" n

1
x(s)ds

\ (i + s)2(i + î/d + s)r

shows that, in general, we can not have

(*(/) - h(t))
hm - = 0.
«-.- p(t)

Remark 3. If h(t) =constant in (1), then in the condition of

hypothesis (H6), lim._M x(t) = C constant if x(t) is bounded in [O, » ).

Also the solutions of (1) tend to a point of equilibrium and equation

(1) has asymptotic equilibrium in the sense defined by Wintner for

differential equations (see [2, p. 43]).

Remark 4. As a simple application of Theorem 1 consider the

equation

(5) yM+f(t,yw,- ■•,y(-1>) = g(t)

which is equivalent to the integral equation

f '    {t~s]
- D!

/"    (t - i)""*-1- g(s)ds
h   (n

(t - i)"-*"1

(n - k - 1)!J

K = 0,1, ■ ■ ■ ,n - 1.

(6) -   fV-7  -7T.fi** y**®*'    -,yw(s))ds,
J h in -
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If we choose pk(t) =tn~k~1, the kernel of (6) satisfies hypotheses (Hi)

and (Hg). If/ and g satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 then (5)

has a solution satisfying lim (y{k)(t)/tn~k~1) =Ak- Since the integrals

in (6) are convergent for t0 sufficiently large, Ak^O, K = i, 2, ■ • • ,

n — 1, and we obtain Theorem 2.1 of [2] with weaker hypotheses

which contains Theorem 1 of [9]. Brauer and Wong [l] treat the

same problem from a different point of view and obtain the same

results in a more general context.
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